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SUMMARY
The geometry that describes the relationship among colors, and the neural mechanisms that support color
vision, are unsettled. Here, we use multivariate analyses of measurements of brain activity obtained with
magnetoencephalography to reverse-engineer a geometry of the neural representation of color space. The
analyses depend upon determining similarity relationships among the spatial patterns of neural responses
to different colors and assessing how these relationships change in time. We evaluate the approach by
relating the results to universal patterns in color naming. Two prominent patterns of color naming could be
accounted for by the decoding results: the greater precision in naming warm colors compared to cool colors
evident by an interaction of hue and lightness, and the preeminence among colors of reddish hues. Additional
experiments showed that classifiers trained on responses to color words could decode color from data
obtained using colored stimuli, but only at relatively long delays after stimulus onset. These results provide
evidence that perceptual representations can give rise to semantic representations, but not the reverse.
Taken together, the results uncover a dynamic geometry that provides neural correlates for color appearance
and generates new hypotheses about the structure of color space.
INTRODUCTION

A long-standing goal of color science has been the development

of a uniform color space in which the perceived difference

between any two colors is captured by the Euclidian distance

separating the colors.1 Many strategies have been employed,2

including Munsell,3 CIELUV/CIELAB/CIECAM02,4,5 the Natural

Color System,6 and the Optical Society of America Color

System.7 But there is no geometry that predicts perceptual rela-

tionships over both short and long intervals within the space,1,4

and while the sequence of colors is consistent across different

spaces, the geometrical spacing of colors differs. These differ-

ences reflect task demands8 and choices among competing pri-

orities, for example, accurately representing discrimination

thresholds versus appearance.9 The diversity of spaces suggests

that there is no unique geometry of color and has exposed mys-

teries about how the underlying neural mechanisms work.10,11

Stimulus color can be decoded from functional magnetic reso-

nance imaging activity12 and from responses of color-tuned neu-

rons in monkeys.13,14 Moreover, the extent to which activity pat-

terns correspond to the sequence of hues in color spaces can be

used to identify neural populations and brain areas that are likely

involved in encoding color.12,14 The present work continues this

tradition, using tools of neuroscience to understand how color
Current Bio
perception is implemented. But we also explore whether the

traditional logic can be flipped: rather than using neuroscience

to understand how known aspects of perception arise, can direct

neural measurements help resolve questions about perception

such as the geometrical spacing of colors? Our goal is to

reverse-engineer a geometry that captures the relationships

among colors from direct measurements of brain responses

and to determine how color representations in the brain unfold

over time.

We take up our work using MEG, which affords fine temporal

precision, coupled with a decoding approach.15,16 We first

show that stimulus color can be decoded using multivariate an-

alyses of the spatial pattern of responses across the array of

MEG sensors, confirming preliminary findings by ourselves

and others.17–23 We then examine the similarity relationships

among the patterns of neural responses elicited by different

colors. We judged colors to be more similar if they elicited

more similar patterns of MEG activity. This approach is analo-

gous to the way perceptual similarities among colors can be

established, where participants might be asked to pick a color

that is most similar to a target. We use stimuli with equal abso-

lute cone contrast along the two cone-opponent dimensions

that the retina uses to encode color (Figure 1A).24,25 Because

MEG is thought to predominantly reflect cortical responses,
logy 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc. 515
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Figure 1. Specification of the Stimulus Colors and How They Are Named

(A) Left: diagram of the color space used to specifiy the colors. The space is defined by the cardinal cone-opponent mechanisms (L versus M, and S; where L, M,

and S are activations of the three cone types).24,25 The stimulus colors (symbols) were defined by the intermediate axes. The right panels show the cone and

luminance contrast of the stimuli, relative to the gray adapting background.

(B) Left: configuration of the stimuli; spirals subtended 10� of visual angle and varied in hue (rows) and luminance contrast (columns). Center: word clouds, reflecting

the distribution of color names assigned to the stimuli. Font size shows how many of the 70 subjects assigned that word to the stimulus. The smallest words (e.g.,

‘‘lavender’’) represent just one response; the largestwords (‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue’’ in dark hues column) represent 66 responses. Datawere obtained from 52 volunteers

who performed the experiments online, and the 18 participants from whom we collected MEG data. Right: concordance of color names used across luminance

contrast. The size of the pie chart reflects the proportion of participants who used the same word across luminance sets, and the content of chart indicates which

words were used for both luminance sets. Almost all participants used ‘‘green’’ for both high and low luminance contrast versions of that hue (large pie for hue 225�),
whereas relatively few participants used the same term for both high and low luminance contrast versions of the yellow/brown/ochre stimulus (small pie for color

315�), and among these participants, several terms were used (many pie slices for 315�). The concordance across luminance sets, computed as the percentage of

people that used the same term for both light and dark versions of the hue was pink = 55.6%; blue = 85.7%; green = 88.6%; orange = 38.6%. The most commonly

used term for hue 135� (blue) at the light|dark luminance level was used by 87%|94%of participants; themost commonly used term for hue 225� (green) was used by

90%|94% of participants. For hue 45� (pink), there was lower consensus (81%|50%) and lower concordance (44% used pink for light and dark versions; 11% used

purple). For hue 315� (orange), there was no clear consensus: the most commonly used term, orange, was only used by 30% of participants (at both luminance

levels). There was no difference in the level of concordance between blue and green (chi-square test of proportions, p = 0.61; Bonferroni alpha = 0.0083); similarly,

there was no difference in concordance between pink and orange (p = 0.04; Bonferroni alpha = 0.0083).
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the experiments therefore reveal the transformation of retinal

signals by the cortex.

We evaluate the approach by relating the patterns of neural

activity elicited by different colors to universal patterns in color

naming, guided by the hypothesis that the cross-linguistic pat-

terns in color naming derive from an underlying geometry of

the neural representation. We consider two universal aspects

of color naming. First, there is a greater precision in naming
516 Current Biology 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021
warm colors compared to cool colors.26–28 This color-naming

efficiency reflects an interaction of hue and luminance: among

the basic color categories (red, pink, orange, yellow, brown,

green, blue, and purple), the cool colors (green and blue) are

not distinguished from each other by differences in lightness,

whereas the warm colors are,29 notably yellow and brown.30

Second, the hue associated with red is the most salient chro-

matic color, reflected in the preeminence of red among basic
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color terms across languages.29,31 Finally, we measured MEG

responses to color words to compare perceptual and semantic

representations.

RESULTS

WemeasuredMEG responses to eight colored spirals. The stim-

uli comprised four hues (two warm colors and two cool colors) at

two luminance-contrast levels (light and dark, defined by higher

and lower luminance relative to the adapting background). The

absolute cone contrast was equated for all the stimuli: stimuli

were modulated along the intermediate axes in cone-opponent

color space (Figure 1A). This space, referred to as DKL or MB-

DKL after its inventors,24,25 has two cardinal chromatic axes:

the L-M axis, along which colors vary in activation of L and M

cones and maintain constant S-cone activity; and the S axis,

along which colors vary in activation of S cones and maintain

constant L-cone and M-cone activity.32 We also measured re-

sponses to achromatic text of the words ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue.’’

The experimental paradigm represents a compromise between

having a large enough representation of color space, a set of

colors with well-defined and balanced cone activation, and a

small enough set of stimuli to enable each stimulus to be pre-

sented a large number of times to ensure sufficient power for de-

coding analysis. Except for the words, the stimuli had the same

shape and uniform texture, ensuring the same pattern of retino-

topic activation. Thus the extent to which patterns of activation

elicited by one spiral versus another can be decoded must be

attributed to differences in color.

The experiment was designed to test for four possible asym-

metries in the geometry of the neural representation of color:

along the L-M cardinal axis (warm versus cool, see Figure S2,

and Lindsey and Brown29), the S axis (S increments versus S

decrements), between the intermediate axes (orange-blue

versus green-pink), and across lightness levels (light versus

dark). To evaluate the approach, we compared the pattern of

neural responses to color-naming behavior. As expected, partic-

ipants often used different terms for the light and dark versions of

warm colors and the same term for light and dark versions of the

cool colors (Figure 1B). The naming data of the participants in the

MEG experiments were supplemented with data collected online

(see STAR Methods for a comparison of the two datasets). The

percentage of participants who used the same term for both ver-

sions of the given hue (concordance across luminance sets) was

55.6% (for pink), 85.7% (for blue), 88.6% (for green), and 38.6%

(for orange).

Classifying Colors Using MEG Responses
MEG activity elicited by the colored spirals was measured in 18

volunteers. Each spiral was presented 500 times—the large

number of trials was intended to ensure enough power for the

decoding analyses (Figure S1A, inset, shows data reliability).

For each of the 18 participants, at each time point relative to

stimulus onset, a classifier was trained to decode stimulus color

from the pattern of activity across the array of MEG sensors (us-

ing separate data to train and test the classifiers). Averaged

across participants, color decoding reached significance at

55ms (Figure 2A; 95%confidence interval, CI: [20, 70]); peak de-

coding accuracy was at 115 ms (95% CI: [105, 125]). The
decoding time course showed a prominent initial peak (arrow-

head, Figure 2A) corresponding to decoding stimulus onset,

and a second hump (235 ms; [190, 265]) that we attribute to de-

coding stimulus cessation. Across subjects, the time to peak de-

coding ranged between 95 and 260 ms. This range reflects the

fact that, whilemost participants showedmaximal decoding cor-

responding to stimulus onset, three people showed maximal de-

coding corresponding to stimulus cessation. The performance of

the classifiers cannot be attributed to confounds introduced by

eye position or pupil diameter (Figure 2A; decoding by pupil

diameter was insignificant; decoding by eye position was signif-

icant at long delays after stimulus onset, but with low decoding

accuracy and only after decoding by MEG returned close to

baseline; in all graphs of decoding, time points of significant de-

coding are indicated by the line of dots above the x axis). Pink

was decodable with the shortest latency, regardless of lumi-

nance level (Figure 2B; lines of significance dots for each color

are stacked top to bottom by onset latency). The relatively short

latency for decoding pink is also evident when the data were

analyzed relative to the time of peak decoding determined sepa-

rately for each participant, which takes account of individual dif-

ferences in decoding time (Figure S1B).

The magnitude of classification performance does not corre-

spond to the absolute effect size but is a valid metric for relative

effect sizes within a study.33 At peak, classification accuracy var-

ied by hue (repeated-measures two-way ANOVA on rank trans-

formed data, p = 0.005), but not by luminance level (p = 0.3697;

Figure 2C). Moreover, the magnitude of classification accuracy

showed a subtle interaction of hue and luminance contrast,

such that for warm colors, the light versions were more accu-

rately classified compared to the dark versions, while for cool

colors, the dark versions were more accurately classified

compared to the light versions (the dashed contours are shifted

to the left of the solid contours; Figure 2C; repeated-measures

two-way ANOVA, no main effects, significant interaction be-

tween warm-cool and luminance contrast, p = 0.0055). This

interaction was only evident for the 15-ms window spanning

peak decoding (Video S1).

Post hoc tests for the four possible asymmetries in the geom-

etry of the neural representation, assessed by differences in

magnitude of color decoding across four axes through DKL color

space, showed no evidence for an asymmetry in classifying

colors along the L-M axis (p = 0.28; Bayes Factor B10 = 0.35)

or across lightness levels (p = 0.42, B10 = 0.39). The results pro-

vided only anecdotal support for the null hypotheses, of no

asymmetry in L-M and no asymmetry across lightness levels

(the B10 values are not below 0.3; by convention, <0.3 indicates

moderate evidence in favor of the null hypothesis; while >3 indi-

cates moderate evidence against the null hypothesis34). The re-

sults provided moderate evidence for an asymmetry along the S

axis (p = 0.014; B10 = 5.4; classification of S-increment colors

was higher compared to S-decrement colors) and moderate ev-

idence for an asymmetry between the pairs of intermediate

colors (p = 0.006; B10 = 6.4; classification was worse for orange

and blue compared to pink and green). But across the temporal

evolution of the response, the most notable difference in the

magnitude of decoding accuracy among the colors was for

pink, which showed higher classification accuracy compared

to luminance-matched hues (Figure 2d; Video S1).
Current Biology 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021 517



Figure 2. Decoding Stimulus Color fromMEG

Data

(A) Average classification accuracies across time for

decoding the color of the eight spirals, averaged

over all eight classification problems (N = 18 par-

ticipants; chance = 1/8; shading shows 95% CI

computed across participants). Step at the bottom

shows the stimulus duration (0ms = stimulus onset);

arrowhead indicates the time point of peak decod-

ing across all problems and participants. The

sequence of data points forming a line above the x

axis shows the times at which the classifier guessed

the stimulus color above chance for at least five

consecutive 5-ms bins (bootstrapped 1,000 times;

significance of individual time bins was false-dis-

covery-rate (FDR) corrected, p < 0.05).

(B) Average classification accuracy for decoding

each of the eight colors (line color corresponds to

stimulus color); other conventions as for panel (A).

Peak decoding accuracy and onset latency of de-

coding varied among colors (see text for statistics);

Figure S1 shows curves relative to peak decoding

time rather than relative to stimulus onset.

(C) Peak decoding accuracy of each color, plotted

as the radius length (b, blue; p, pink; o, orange; g,

green). Decoding accuracies were determined from

each subject at their overall individual peak de-

coding time. Error bars = SEM; Video S1 shows data

for all time points relative to the time of peak de-

coding.

(D) Difference in classification accuracy amplitude

for pink compared to the three other hues: [(Dp – Do)

+ (Dp – Dg) +(Dp – Db)]/3, where Dp, Do, Dg, and Db

are the magnitudes of decoding accuracy for pink,

orange, green, and blue, computed separately for

light and dark colors; shading shows 95% CI

determined by bootstrapping (n = 1,000) across

participants.

(E) Representational dissimilarity matrix (RDM)

showing the classification forced error at each

subject’s individual peak decoding time, averaged

across subjects. The colors in the heatmap indicate

how often the classifier would assign a given spiral

identity (vertical axis) when tested with data ob-

tained by presenting a given spiral (horizontal axis),

as a percentage such that the seven values in each

column add to 1. The classifier was trained in the

samemanner as in (A), but forced to guess the most

likely spiral besides the correct option. White on the

color bar = chance level (1/7). Asterisks indicate that

the forced error was either significantly above chance (redder) or below chance (bluer; p < 0.05; bootstrapped 95% CIs; n = 1,000).

(F) Correlation of the dissimilarity in neural representation across luminance contrast versus color-naming concordance across luminance contrast. The results

show that light and dark versions of a hue are more likely to elicit less similar neural representations when they are labeled with a different color name (e.g ,yellow/

brown). The data from (E) were converted to a triangular matrix by averaging the upper and lower triangular vectors; the values in the resulting triangular matrix

were normalized to 1 and then subtracted from 1 so that 0 means maximally ‘‘similar’’ and 1 means maximally ‘‘dissimilar’’; error bars = SEM. See also Figure S1

and Video S1.
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Representational Similarity
The spatial patterns of neural activity elicited by different stimuli

could show many different similarity relationships, even if the

magnitude of decoding accuracy were the same for all the stim-

uli.35 To determine the information encoded by the spatial

pattern of responses, we used representational similarity anal-

ysis. Our goal was to determine the extent to which similarity re-

lationships among patterns of neural responses elicited by

colors reflect properties of perceptual color space, providing
518 Current Biology 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021
another access point to the geometry of the neural representa-

tion of color. Relationships in color appearance that underlie

color space can be measured by having participants identify

among a set of colors the color that is most similar, but not iden-

tical, to a given sample. We applied this logic to analyze the

MEG data by asking what color the classifier picks when forced

to pick any color except the correct color. In other words, what

color besides the test color elicits a spatial pattern of neural re-

sponses that is most like the one caused by the test color? The
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pattern of errors (Figure 2E) provides an estimate of the similar-

ity in the neural representation among colors. Colors that show

more similar neural response patterns correspond to a closer

relationship in the neural geometry of color space (we also per-

formed an analysis on the errors of the classifier performance,

which yielded similar results, but the number of errors is rela-

tively low compared to the number of trials; the forced-error

analysis has more power and is more directly analogous to sim-

ilarity matching paradigms used in psychophysics, although

psychophysical experiments would typically use many more

colors).

The heatmap shown in Figure 2E is largely symmetric about

the identity diagonal, confirming that the pattern of results is

meaningful (Pearson correlation coefficient comparing the two

halves of the matrix, r = 0.9665, p = 7310�17). For example,

the confusion between colors of the same hue but different lumi-

nance were almost identical: dark orange was predicted when

light orange was the actual color with almost the same likelihood

that light orange was predicted when dark orange was the actual

color, and so on (e.g., see each of the four black-outlined

squares along the inverse diagonal). The cross-diagonal symme-

try shows that the magnitude of the classification errors is

informative, even when some errors are by themselves not

significant. The confusion between stimuli of the same hue but

different luminance varied among the four hues. For example,

the pattern of MEG activity for blue was similar for light and

dark versions of blue, while the pattern ofMEGactivity for orange

was dissimilar for light and dark versions of orange. Rank-

ordered by hue, the similarity relationships across luminance

level corresponded to the concordance rates for color naming

across luminance level (Figure 2F; correlation coefficient =

�0.32, p = 0.007; the distance between hues across luminance

contrast was greater for warm colors compared to cool colors,

Kruskal-Wallis test, p = 5310�4). The results show that the neural

representation of warm colors is more impacted by luminance

contrast than the neural representation of cool colors, which is

consistent with the color-naming patterns shown in Figure 1B,

in which blue and green at different luminance levels were typi-

cally assigned the same labels while pink and orange at different

luminance levels were often given different labels.

Video S2 shows how theMEG dissimilarity matrix (DSM) of the

forced-error analysis changes over time. The DSM was gener-

ated by averaging the symmetric halves of the error matrix. Fig-

ure 3 quantifies across time the correspondence of the DSM to

three models, two of which reflect properties of color space

recovered in perceptual similarity judgements: the clear separa-

tion of hues by luminance level (top panel, Figure 3A);36 and the

asymmetry in the impact of luminance contrast on the represen-

tation of warm versus cool colors (top panel, Figure 3B). The third

model derives from observations of the data that, to our knowl-

edge, have not been tested in perceptual experiments: an asym-

metry in the representation of warm versus cool colors at the

same luminance level (top panel, Figure 3C).

Representations for hues of a given luminance contrast were

more similar than representations for hues across luminance

levels (light and dark hues were separable), and this pattern ex-

isted for a continuous period of over 300 ms (Figure 3A, bottom

panel). Representations of the light and dark versions of each of

the cool colors were more similar compared to the warm colors,
but over a shorter duration compared to the representation of

luminance contrast (Figure 3B, bottom panel). And representa-

tions of the two warm colors were more similar than representa-

tions of the two cool colors within a luminance level (Figure 3C,

bottom panel). That the three models were significantly corre-

latedwith theDSMover different durations shows that the geom-

etry of the neural representation is dynamic.

Multidimensional scaling (MDS) provides a picture of the sim-

ilarity relationships. The MDS plots are not simply a replotting of

the dissimilarity matrices, but instead show the best spatial rep-

resentation of the data as constrained by a limited number of

dimensions. In the MDS plots, data points that are closer

together correspond to neural representations that are more

similar; i.e., pairs of colors that are closer together aremore likely

to bemistaken for each other if the classifier fails. EachMDS plot

shows the similarity relationships among colors for a single

snapshot in time relative to peak decoding time in each subject.

Figure 3D shows the MDS plots constrained by two dimensions

(MDS-2D) at six time points, three spanning times around the

peak decoding of stimulus onset (�5 ms, 0 ms, and 5 ms) and

three corresponding to times around the peak decoding of stim-

ulus cessation (105 ms, 110 ms, and 115 ms). The observations

derived from the MDS panels in Figure 3D are also evident in

MDS plots constrained by three dimensions (Videos S3 and

S4; we show the MDS-2D panels because they have the advan-

tage that they are easier to reproduce on the page).

The MDS plots show three striking patterns. First, each MDS

plot can be oriented such that the light and dark hues are dis-

placed vertically, and in this configuration the sequence of

hues aligns across luminance levels. Second, theMDS plots cor-

responding to peak decoding of stimulus cessation are distin-

guished by a dramatic separation of the hues by luminance

contrast. Third, the similarity of colors, as assessed by the sim-

ilarity of each light color to light pink, is consistent with the

sequence in psychological color spaces, pink-orange-green-

blue (Figure 3D, inset, shows pink at each time point [top row],

and at each time point, the color that was most similar to pink

[second row], and the color that was second-most similar to

pink [third row], and finally, the color that was least similar to

pink [bottom row]). The MDS plots also reflect the observation

that the neural representation for light and dark warm colors

was less similar than the representation of light and dark cool

colors (e.g., the two pink dots are further apart than the two

blue dots), and the observation that, within a given luminance

level, the two warm colors showed more similar representations

than the two cool colors (e.g., the light pink and light orange dots

are closer together than the light green and light blue dots).

Again, the dynamic structure of the MDS plots supports the

conclusion that the geometry of the neural representation is

not static.

Distinct Representations of Colors and Color Words
The use of color-naming data to evaluate patterns of neural

responses elicited by colors prompted a question: is the geom-

etry of the neural representation of color determined, or influ-

enced, by implicit linguistic or category associations? To

address this question, we randomly interleaved trials with the

words ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue,’’ written in white text, and evaluated

whether classifiers trained on the pattern of MEG activity elicited
Current Biology 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021 519



Figure 3. Similarity Relationships among Colors Determined by MEG

(A) Quantification of the observation that patterns of MEG activity for hues of a given luminance level were, on average, more similar than patterns of activity for

hues across luminance levels. The triangle shows the model against which the representational dissimilarity matrix (RDMs) was compared at each point in time.

The RDMs across time were generated from the confusion matrix of the forced error classifier’s performance. The lower and upper triangular vector of the

matrices (see Figure 2E) were averaged and scaled from 0 to 1. These values were subtracted from 1 to produce an RDM that quantifies the dissimilarity of color

pairs. The graph shows the correlation (Kendall’s Tau) of themodel and the RDM.Gray shading shows the upper and lower bound of the noise ceiling—the highest

correlation of the truemodel RDMprediction. The horizontal line of data points above the x axis shows time points where the correlation was significant for at least

five consecutive 5-ms bins (significance of individual time bins was FDR corrected). Video S1 shows the RDM across time. The graphic to the right of the model

provides a visual representation of the model and can be compared to the multidimensional scaling (MDS) representations in (D).

(B) Quantification of observation that patterns of MEG activity elicited bywarm colors across luminance levels weremore dissimilar than those patterns elicited by

cool colors across luminance levels. In computing themodel correlations, only values highlighted in black andwhite were considered. Other conventions as in (A).

(C) Quantification of the patterns of MEG activity for warm colors within one luminance level were more similar than patterns of MEG activity for cool colors within

one luminance level. Other conventions as in (B).

(D) MDS plots of the RDM data, at six time points relative to the time point of peak decoding accuracy: 0 ms corresponds to peak decoding of stimulus onset,

110ms corresponds to peak decoding of stimulus cessation, and the vertical dashed line separatesMDS plots corresponding to onset from those corresponding

to stimulus cessation. Symbol color corresponds to the color of the stimulus, and the light versions are outlined in black to further distinguish the data points.

Shorter distances correspond to higher levels of classification confusion (higher similarity). The area of each line is proportional to the dissimilarity in the rep-

resentation of the colors joined by the line. Hues are separated by luminance contrast (light colors are at the top in each panel) and arranged by hue in a sequence,

from left to right, of blue, orange (or pink), pink (or orange), and green. Fit of MDS for each panel, left to right: Pearson’s; R = 0.84, p = 2x10�8; R = 0.84, p = 3x10�8;

R = 0.85, p = 2x10�8; R = 0.91, p = 1x10�11; R = 0.94, p = 9x10�14; R = 0.95, p = 7x10�15. The inset shows, top to bottom, the sequence of light colors in order of

similarity to pink, determined by the three-dimensional MDS, at each point in time; 0 ms is peak decoding; the vertical dashed line shows when decoding became

significant. Formost of the significant decoding time course, orange ismost similar to pink, followed by green, and blue is least similar to pink. See also Videos S2,

S3, and S4 for three-dimensional MDS.
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by the words could decode color from MEG activity elicited by

green and blue spirals. We chose ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue’’ because

color-naming concordance across luminance levels was highest

for green and blue spirals. We reasoned that the pattern of MEG

activity elicited by thesewordswould therefore have the greatest
520 Current Biology 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021
likelihood of predicting patterns of activity elicited by colored

spirals. We assessed cross-temporal generalization of the

MEG patterns to test three hypotheses. First, that the represen-

tation instantiated by color is identical to the one instantiated by

color terms. If true, we expect significant decoding performance



Figure 4. Decoding Color Appearance from Representations of

Color Words

(A) Average accuracy of classifiers (N = 18 participants) decoding whether the

term ‘‘green’’ or ‘‘blue’’ was presented. Plotting conventions as in Figure 2A;

open box above the zero shows the stimulus duration.

(B) Cross-temporal, cross-stimulus decoding. Left: Average accuracy of

classifiers trained on color spirals and tested on color terms (accuracies

averaged across both luminance levels of spirals). At every 5-ms bin of

the training data, a classifier was trained and accuracy (color on the

heatmap) was measured at every 5-ms bin of test data. Right: classifiers

trained on color term data and tested on color spiral data; same conven-

tions as left. The color terms were presented as white text on a gray

background; the color spirals were light and dark versions of green and

blue spirals.

(C) Significance tests of the cross-temporal decoding plots for classifiers

trained (and tested) on the light versions of the colored spirals (top panels)

and the dark versions of the colored spirals (bottom panels), FDR corrected.

Significant activation (yellow) is evident in the top panels; the left and right

panels show symmetric significant time points across the diagonal (white

arrow; e.g., the onset of significant decoding in the top left occurs at training

times �900 ms and testing times of �450 ms).
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along the diagonal in plots where we train (or test) on represen-

tations elicited by colors and test (or train) on representations eli-

cited by terms. Second, that perceptual representations of color

give rise to semantic representations. If true, we expect signifi-

cance above the diagonal in plots where we train on representa-

tions elicited by colors (y axis) and test on representations eli-

cited by terms (x axis). Third, that semantic representations

can drive perceptual representations. Participants were asked

to visualize the color corresponding to each term; thus, if the hy-

pothesis is true, we expect significance above the diagonal in

plots where we train on representations elicited by terms (y

axis) and test on representations elicited by colors (x axis).

Unsurprisingly, term identity (green or blue) could be readily

decoded from the pattern of MEG activity elicited by presenta-

tion of the terms (onset of 65 ms [95%CI: 65, 70]; peak accuracy

of 80% [74, 86] obtained at 100 ms [90, 120]; Figure 4A). This is

unsurprising because visual cortex is expected to respond to dif-

ferences in the retinotopic projection of the two words. Classi-

fiers trained on MEG data elicited by colored spirals could not

decode term identity from MEG activity elicited by words at

any time delay between training and testing over the period of

time during which stimulus color was readily decoded (up to

about 400 ms after stimulus onset). Similarly, during this time

period, classifiers trained onMEGdata obtained using the words

could not decode the color of the spirals. These results do not

support the first hypothesis and suggest that the representation

instantiated by words and colors are distinct. At much longer

time delays, classifiers trained on the neural representation eli-

cited by colors could decode neural representations of words

that emerged relatively earlier (training times after �900 ms,

testing times after �450 ms; Figure 4B), supporting the second

hypothesis. But classifiers trained on the neural representation

elicited by words could not decode neural representations of

colors emerging relatively earlier, which does not support the

third hypothesis. The asymmetry about the diagonal in the

cross-temporal decoding plots suggests that the representation

of a color gives rise to a representation similar to one elicited by a

color term, but that the representation of a color term does not

subsequently elicit a representation similar to one generated

by color perception. Notably, the cross-stimulus decoding was

only significant when classifiers were trained (or tested) using

data elicited by the light-colored spirals (Figure 4C). The results

of the cross-stimulus (color/color-word) experiments suggest

that the geometry of the neural representation of color discov-

ered by analyzing responses to colored spirals is not confounded

by implicit linguistic or category associations.
Temporal Dynamics of the Representation of Color
Decoding stimulus color was significant for a substantial amount

of time, spanning about 300 ms (Figure 2B). To examine the

temporal dynamics of the neural representation, we evaluated

the extent to which classifier decoding generalized across

time.19,15,37 Can classifiers trained at one point in time decode

activity at another point in time? If the representation consists

of a dynamic chain, with neural activity progressing through a se-

ries of unique states, classification performance will only be

possible when test and train data are from the same time point.

Alternatively, if representations are relatively stable, it should be
Current Biology 31, 515–526, February 8, 2021 521



Figure 5. Cross-Temporal Generalization of Color Identity

(A) Mean classification accuracy across participants (N = 18) in classifying the eight color spirals. In addition to the strong classification accuracy along the

diagonal, the plot shows faint bands of significant classification accuracy parallel to the diagonal (arrowheads).

(B) Plot showing time points of significant decoding, estimated by bootstrapping (p < 0.05: FDR corrected).

(C) Analysis of the spatial pattern in A) to determine the temporal profile of the parallel bands. We performed a two-dimensional autocorrelation analysis on cross-

temporal decoding accuracies by shifting the cross-temporal decoding map horizontally along the test-time axis. We computed the two-dimensional Pearson’s

correlation coefficient of the original map with each of the shifted maps and performed a Fourier analysis on the second derivatives of the two-dimensional

correlation coefficients. The plot shows the second derivatives with a sine wave that has a frequency equal to the peak of the single-sided amplitude spectrum.

The inset shows the single-sided amplitude spectrum of the second derivative time series; shading shows the 95% CI of the scrambled second derivatives plot.
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possible to classify activity obtained at one time point using

training data obtained at a different time point.

Figure 5A shows the cross-temporal generalization analysis

for spiral identity, and Figure 5B indicates time points where de-

coding performance was above chance. Decoding performance

was strongest along the diagonal, consistent with the first possi-

bility. But the plot also shows evidence of faint bands of signifi-

cant decoding performance parallel to the diagonal, which is

consistent with some version of the second possibility, specif-

ically one in which a pattern of neural activity is reactivated at

some later time point. To determine the time course of this reac-

tivation, we reproduced the cross-temporal generalization anal-

ysis using 2-ms bins and performed a two-dimensional autocor-

relation analysis on the cross-temporal generalization plot. For

the analysis, we restricted the train times to a window of

275�600 ms. We shifted the temporal generalization plot hori-

zontally along the test-time axis and computed the two-dimen-

sional Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the original

plot and each of the shifted plots. We computed the second de-

rivatives of the correlation coefficients and performed a Fourier

analysis on the resulting time series. The frequency with the

maximum amplitude was 20 Hz, which corresponds to a reacti-

vation time of 50 ms (Figure 5C).

DISCUSSION

This paper shows that stimulus color can be decoded fromMEG

data and presents an approach for investigating the similarity

relationships among colors using multivariate analyses of MEG

responses. The success of the decoding analysis requires that

different colors elicit different spatial patterns of response across

the brain. The results therefore provide evidence not only of a

topographic representation of color in the human brain, as pre-

dicted by neurophysiological recordings in monkeys,38–41 but

also that MEG has the spatial resolution to detect the topog-

raphy. The spatial patterns of neural responses elicited by
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different colors were compared using representational similarity

analysis. We interpret the similarity relationships as evidence of a

geometry of the neural representation of color, which, we

speculate, derives from the color statistics of objects42 and the

environment43 and accounts for perceptual similarity judge-

ments that drive many universal patterns in color naming. Our

next step is to measure MEG responses to more colors, at

many saturation and lightness levels, which will enable the con-

struction of a complete color solid in which the spacing of the

colors corresponds to equal distances in the dissimilarity among

neural responses.

The geometry recovered by the neural data is consistent with

general features of perceptual color space as reflected in MDS

analysis of perceptual similarity judgements:36 representations

of luminance contrast were clearly separable (Figure 3A), and

the sequence of hues was as predicted from perception (Fig-

ure 3d, inset). In addition, the results uncovered two prominent

properties of the cortical representation of color related to co-

lor-naming patterns. First, the neural representation elicited by

stimuli of the same hue across luminance levels were more dis-

similar for warm colors compared to cool colors (Figure 3B). This

pattern of results correlated with the extent to which participants

used the same term for both light and dark versions of each hue

(Figure 2F). For example, participants were more likely to use

different terms for the light and dark versions of pink than they

were to use different terms for the light and dark versions of

green; and the patterns of MEG activity elicited in response to

light and dark pink were more dissimilar than the patterns of

MEG activity elicited in response to light and dark green. The

MEG results show that patterns of activity elicited by warm

colors were more precisely encoded and therefore more accu-

rately decoded compared to cool colors, which may account

for the greater naming efficiency of warm colors.26,28 Second,

regardless of luminance contrast, pink was decoded with the

highest decoding accuracy over much of the temporal evolution

of the response (Figure 2D) and with the shortest onset latency
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(Figure 2B; Figure S1B). This result cannot be attributed to differ-

ences in contrast of the stimuli (the stimuli were all matched in

absolute cone contrast). The result echoes observations in mon-

keys showing that reddish hues produce very high gamma oscil-

lations44 and provides a neural correlate for the preeminence of

reddish hues in color naming.29,31

The present work aimed to determine neural correlates of

some known properties of color perception. But we also sought

to explore whether the neural data might provide new hypothe-

ses about perception. For example, we found that neural repre-

sentations for colors at a given luminance level weremore similar

between the two warm colors than between the two cool colors.

To our knowledge, color-naming studies have not shown (or

explicitly tested) whether colors at a given luminance level are

less efficiently communicated for warm colors compared to

cool colors. We wonder whether the result reflects the adapta-

tion of visual processing to the color statistics of objects: warm

colors, regardless of the specific hue, are associated with parts

of scenes we label as objects,26 and color tuning across inferior

temporal cortex (IT) is correlated with object-color probability.42

The MEG data were obtained using colored stimuli defined by

the cone-opponent mechanisms thought to be implemented by

bipolar cells of the retina. Because MEG reflects predominantly

cortical activity, any asymmetries in the MEG responses provide

clues to the transformation by the cortex of the subcortical repre-

sentation of color. An analysis of themagnitude of color decoding

uncovered two asymmetries in the neural representation of color

space. First, at the time point of peak decoding, classification ac-

curacy was slightly lower for colors corresponding to the daylight

locus (orange-blue) compared to the anti-daylight locus (pink-

green; Figure 2C). This observation may reflect differences in

response magnitude in V1 to different mixtures of subcortical

channels45,46 andmay have implications for understanding neural

mechanisms of color constancy.46–50 For example, achromatic

settings show the greatest variation for colors along the daylight

locus,51 and discrimination of illumination changes is worst for

spectral changes aligned with the daylight locus.48 And second,

decoding accuracy was higher for S-increment colors compared

to S-decrement colors (Figure 2C); this reflects an asymmetry

evident in neurophysiological recordings of the retina,52,53 V1,54

and extrastriate cortex.55,56

During times in which stimulus color could be readily de-

coded (up to �400 ms after stimulus onset), stimulus color

could not be decoded from patterns of MEG activity elicited

by color terms presented in achromatic (white) text. But classi-

fiers trained on representations elicited by colored spirals at

relatively long delays (�900 ms after stimulus onset) could

decode representations elicited by words that emerged earlier

(�450 ms after presentation of terms). Curiously, the cross-

stimulus decoding was only significant using classifiers trained

(or tested) using data elicited by the light versions of the colored

spirals (Figure 4C). We speculate that the use of white text may

have biased participants to visualize the light version of the co-

lor term. Classifiers trained using representations elicited by

words could not decode representations elicited by colors at

relatively earlier delays. This is unlike classifiers trained on re-

sponses elicited by colors, which can decode color implied by

color-diagnostic shapes.19 Thus it seems that color-diagnostic

shapes, but not color words, can elicit neural representations
similar to those elicited by real colors. The results presented

here are consistent with the idea that the brain processes infor-

mation in a directional way,57 with perceptual representations

capable of driving semantic or cognitive representations, but

not the reverse—semantic representations seem incapable of

instantiating perceptual representations.58

The plots of cross-temporal generalization of spiral color (Fig-

ure 5) show a pattern of bands parallel to the identity diagonal,

which provides a rare example (the first, to our knowledge) of a

theoretical possibility—the reactivation pattern of King and

Dehaene.15 This pattern suggests that the perceptual represen-

tation of color is encoded by a unique sequence of brain states

that is reactivated with a slight delay. The reactivation time

was 50 ms, implying that the brain encodes color information

with recurrent activation loops of 20 Hz. We speculate that these

reactivation loops involve the hierarchical network of color-

biased regions within the ventral visual pathway59–62 that con-

nect primary visual cortex eventually with frontal cortex.63,64

The plots of cross-temporal generalization of spiral color may

also provide evidence of the emergence of relatively late seman-

tic representation: note the distinctive square of significant de-

coding at the upper right corner of Figure 5B, which starts at

about 450 ms, about the same time that cross-stimulus decod-

ing became significant in Figure 4C.

In sum, the present results provide clues to the neural basis that

governs the geometric relationships among colors and to the

connection between perceptual representations and color

naming. Although no physiological measurement can decode

qualia, the results nonetheless establish a proof of concept that

multivariate analysis of MEG activity can recover similarity rela-

tionships in how colors appear. The results underscore the exis-

tence of neural representations of color in which hue cannot be

completely decoupled from luminance contrast. Moreover, the

results imply that the cortex transforms the retinal representation

of color to generate a perceptual representation characterized by

multiple asymmetries across color space, which unfold in a dy-

namic way following stimulus onset. That color depends on com-

plex and dynamic neural representations is consistent with the

existence of an extensive network of cortical areas implicated in

processing color62,65 and may explain why it has been so difficult

to establish a uniform color space. In the words of Deane Judd,1

the pursuit of such a spacemay bemisguided, even if it continues

to have intuitive and practical value.
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Lead Contact
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Materials Availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and Code Availability
The datasets used in this study are available on openneuro https://doi.org/10.18112/openneuro.ds003352.v1.0.0. Datasets and

code used to generate the analyses and figures will be available on NEICOMMONS, https://neicommons.nei.nih.gov

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

This study examined neurotypical human participants (N = 18, age 19-37 years, 11 female) usingMEG. These participants had normal

or corrected-to-normal vision, were right-handed, and spoke English as a first language. One participant was an author and thus not

naive to the purpose of the study. DuringMEGparticipants’ first session, they were screened for colorblindness using Ishihara plates.

In addition to the 18 participants analyzed in the main thrust of this study, two pilot versions of the experiment were deployed. The

first examined 2 participants (age 20-30 years, 1 female) to determine the behavioral task and decoding parameters. The second pilot

experiment measured responses in four participants (age 20-30; 3 female), 52 online participants (29 female, age 19-63 years),

distinct from the participants tested in the laboratory, were recruited and tested using AmazonMechanical Turk (mTurk) and provided

monetary compensation for their participation. In addition to color answers, somebasic demographic informationwas collected (age,

gender, language spoken, nationality, education level, vision, colorblindness, normal sleep/wake times, and handedness). Partici-

pants were excluded if English was not their first language or if they reported color blindness.

All experimental procedures involving participants tested in laboratory were approved by theWellesley College Institutional Review

Boards, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects, and the National

Institutes of Health Intramural Institute Clinical Research Review Committee.

METHOD DETAILS

Visual Stimuli
Stimuli were eight square-wave spiral gratings on a neutral gray background (Figure 1A)71–73 or achromatic words (white text on a

gray background) of the words ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue’’ spanning 10 degrees of visual angle, centered on the display in front of the partic-

ipant. The color words ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue’’ were chosen for the experiment because they were the terms used with the highest

consensus in the color-naming experiment; we reasoned that if neural patterns elicited by color words and by colors were similar,
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they would be most likely recovered by using the color words for stimuli that had the highest color naming consensus. Participants

were asked to imagine the corresponding spiral color indicated by the term each time they saw the words. The 8 stimulus colors, four

hues at two luminance-contrast levels, of matched cone contrast, were defined in DKL color space24,25 using implementations by

Westland74 and Brainard:75 the axes of this color space are defined in terms of activation of the two cone-opponent post-receptoral

chromatic mechanisms (Figure 1A). The scaling of the x and y axes in the DKL spacewere constrained by the gamut of themonitor, as

in other studies.32,76 The display was gamma corrected and calibrated using a spectroradiometer (PR655, Spectrascan, Chatsworth

CA). The z axis is defined by luminance. The four hues were defined by the intermediate axes of DKL space. For ease of communi-

cation, throughout the text we refer to the colors of the stimuli using color terms: at 45� (pink), 135� (blue), 225� (green), and 315�

(orange). Our use of color terms should not be interpreted as implying that the stimuli are best exemplars of these terms, or that these

terms are the consensus terms for communicating these colors. Two spirals – one high luminance (20� elevation; ‘‘light’’) and one low

luminance (340� elevation; ‘‘dark’’)–were created at each hue. The neutral adapting background was 33.5 cd/m2. The luminance

contrast of the stimuli was 26%. Modulation of the cone-opponent mechanisms, shown in Figure 1A, was computed relative to

the adapting background gray, using the Stockman and Sharpe 2degree cone fundamentals,77 Judd corrected.

Controlling for luminance artifacts
The experiments were designed to minimize the impact of luminance artifacts. Because the stimuli were presented on a luminance

pedestal, either an increment or a decrement, any luminance artifact introduced either by chromatic aberration or by deviations of an

individual’s isoluminant setting would be diluted by the luminance contrast of the luminance pedestal. The colored spirals consisted

of relatively large bands of color, corresponding to about 0.8 cycles per degree. The fraction of the display that would be subject to

chromatic aberration—the amount of the display consisting of hard color-gray edges—is relatively small. The stimuli assumed

acommon luminosity function for the participants. Differences in luminosity functions across people are unlikely to cause luminance

contrasts that are greater in magnitude than the luminance contrast of the luminance pedestal. The variability in luminance settings

could mean that colors at a given luminance-contrast level did not all have precisely the same luminance contrast, but because of the

luminance pedestal, they should all have the same sign of luminance contrast. Individual differences causing subtle variations in lumi-

nance contrast among colors of a given luminance level might influence classifier accuracy for a given color in an induvial participant,

but it is difficult to imagine how these individual differences could drive systematic patterns of results observed across the set of par-

ticipants. The impact of luminance artifacts caused by chromatic aberration are especially pronounced at detection threshold.78 All

the stimuli we used were substantially above detection threshold. Finally, the stimuli were configured in the same spiral shape as the

stimuli used in studies of fMRI decoding of color.73

The stimuli in the fMRI color-decoding study used stimuli that were isoluminant (i.e., not on a luminance pedestal) and would there-

fore be more likely than the stimuli used in the present experiments to be impacted by luminance artifacts. If such artifacts had a

substantial impact on cortical responses, it should be possible to decode color from brain areas that are sensitive to luminance

contrast but not tuned to color, because variability in color would be associated with systematic variation in luminance contrast.

Brouwer and Heeger found that activity in none of the areas with known sensitivity to luminance contrast, including L01, L02,

V3A/B or MT, could decode color. The method we used and that of Brouwer and Heeger (fMRI) differ (MEG versus fMRI), but

bothmethods depend on differences in the spatial representation across the brain. The spatial sensitivity of fMRI is purportedly better

than that of MEG, so we would expect the difference in methodology to favor fMRI for decoding based on luminance-contrast

artifacts.

Color-naming
Color names for the eight spirals used in the MEG experiments were obtained from 52 participants tested online, and the 18 partic-

ipants from the MEG experiment who were tested in person. We collected data using both in-lab and online populations to test

whether the in-lab results would generalize across a more diverse population, and to increase power in the behavioral data.

The 18 MEG participants completed the color-naming task during the first of two MEG sessions using the same calibrated display

as was used in the MEG experiments. Participants were shown each of the color stimuli (Figure 1) three times in random order and

given the prompt ‘‘The color of the spiral is ____. (Use one word that you think other people would use to describe this spiral).’’ Par-

ticipants spoke their responses to the researcher sitting outside the room via 2-way intercom. Participants controlled the duration

that they saw each spiral via button press. Only one response per spiral per participant was used in the analysis (selected at random

from among the three responses per stimulus provided by each participant). The spiral was presented on a neutral gray background,

as large as the screen would allow. Before beginning the experiment, participants were presented with a consent screen notifying

them that participation was anonymous and that the task could be completed only once. We recognize that using an online testing

platform means that the stimuli would be displayed on different screens, with presumably different calibration settings, for different

participants. The color naming results from these experiments would therefore be expected to have more variance than experiments

obtained using the same calibrated display for all participants.

The results from the two sets of participants (online versus in-lab) were comparable and consistent with predictions based on the

literature. For (MTurk|in-lab) participants, the same termwas used at both luminance levels for hue 315� by (31%|61%); for hue 45� by
(56%|56%); for hue 135� by (83%|94%); and for hue 225� by (85%|100%). The percentage of people who used the same term for the

light and dark versions was the same for the MTurk and in-lab participants (Chi-square test of proportions, Bonferroni corrected for

multiple comparisons alpha = 0.0125; for hue 45�, p = 0.99; for hue 135�, p = 0.22; for hue 225�, p = 0.08; for hue 315�, p = 0.02). These
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results showed that participants in both experiments tended to use the same label for the high and low luminance version of each hue

more often when labeling cool colors (hues 135� and 225�) than warm colors (hues 45� and 315�). Themost commonly used terms for

hues 135� and 225� were the same for the MTurk participants and the in-lab participants (blue, green; consistent across luminance

contrasts). The most commonly used terms for hue 45� were pink|pink (light|dark MTurk participants) and pink|purple (in-lab); for hue

315�, yellow|yellow (MTurk); orange|brown (in-lab). Because the results were comparable between the two sets of participants, we

combined the data in the analyses that relate the MEG results to color naming. The correlation computed in Figure 2F, using color-

naming data for only the 18 people who participated in the MEG experiments, is R = �0.29, p = 0.013.

Throughout the report, we refer to the blue and green colors as ‘‘cool,’’ and the pink and orange colors as ‘‘warm.’’ This warm-cool

designation corresponds to differences in cone modulation along the L-M axis. Although it is arguably the case that the warmest and

coolest colors do not align with the poles of the L-M axis, the boundaries between warm and cool colors derived from color-naming

data29 fall very close to colors of the S-cone axis in DKL color space, consistent with the notion that ‘‘warm’’ and ‘‘cool’’ are defined by

the extent of L-Mmodulation (Figure S2). Of course, dichromats distinguishwarm and cool, so the L-Mdesignation is not sufficient for

warm-cool designation.

MEG Acquisition and Preprocessing
Participants were scanned in the Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center of the McGovern Institute for Brain Research at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) over the course of 2 sessions, on an Elekta Triux system (306-channel probe unit

consisting of 102 sensor triplets, with 204 planar gradiometer sensors, and 102magnetometer sensors). Stimuli were back-projected

onto a 44’’ screen using a SXGA+ 10000 Panasonic DLP Projector, Model No. PT-D10000U (50/60Hz, 120V) using custom code

written in MATLAB using Psychtoolbox.69,70 Data were recorded at a sampling rate of 1000Hz, filtered between 0.03-330Hz.

Head location was recorded by means of 5 head position indicator (HPI) coils placed across the forehead and behind the ears.

Before the MEG experiment began, 3 anatomical landmarks (bilateral preauricular points and the nasion) were registered with

respect to the HPI coils, using a 3D digitizer (Fastrak, Polhemus, Colchester, Vermont, USA). During recording, pupil diameter

and eye position data were collected simultaneously using an Eyelink 1000 Plus eye tracker (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) with

fiber optic camera.

Once collected, raw data were preprocessed to offset head movements and reduce noise by means of spatiotemporal filters,79

with Maxfilter software (Elekta, Stockholm). Default parameters were used: harmonic expansion origin in head frame = [0 0 40]

mm; expansion limit for internal multipole base = 8; expansion limit for external multipole base = 3; bad channels omitted from har-

monic expansions = 7 SD above average; temporal correlation limit = 0.98; buffer length = 10 s). In this process, a spatial filter was

applied to separate the signal data from noise sources occurring outside the helmet, then a temporal filter was applied to exclude any

signal data highly correlated with noise data over time. Following this, Brainstorm software68 was used to extract the peri-stimulus

MEG data for each trial (�200 to 600 ms around stimulus onset) and to remove the baseline mean.

MEG Task
After completing the in-lab color-naming task, MEG participants completed a 100-trial practice session of the 1-back task that would

be used in theMEG experimental sessions. Once this was complete, participants were asked if they had any questions about the task

or the experiment; eye-tracking calibration was performed; and MEG data collection began.

During stimulus presentation, participants were instructed to fixate at the center of the screen. Spirals were presented subtending

10� of visual angle, for 116ms, centered on the fixation point, which was a white circle that appeared during inter-trial intervals (ITIs, 1

s). In addition to the spirals, the words ‘‘green’’ and ‘‘blue’’ were presented in white on the screen for the same duration, and probe

trials to evaluate task performance were presented with a white ‘‘’’?. Following each probe trial, which occurred every 3-5 stimulus

trials (pseudorandomly interspersed, 24 per run), participants were instructed to report via button press if the two preceding spirals

did or did not match in color (1-back hue task). Maximum response time was 1.8 s, but the trials advanced as soon as participants

answered.

Participants were encouraged to blink only during probe trials, as blinking generates large electrical artifacts picked up by the

MEG. Each run comprised 100 stimulus presentations, and participants completed 25 runs per session over the course of approx-

imately 1.5 h. Between each run, participants were given a break to rest their eyes and speak with the researcher if necessary. Once

10 s had elapsed, participants chose freely when to end their break by button-press. Over the course of both sessions, participants

viewed each stimulus 500 times. Individual runs were identical across subjects, but the order of runs was randomized between sub-

jects. The sequence of stimuli within each run was randomwith the constraint that the total number of presentations was the same for

each stimulus condition over the set of runs obtained for each participant.

In addition to the 18 participants analyzed in the main thrust of this study, two pilot versions of the experiment were deployed. The

first, more limited pilot experiment was used to determine the behavioral task and decoding parameters. The data from these

participants was used to choose the parameters for the decoding analysis used in the rest of the study (see below). The second pilot

experiment was more extensive, involving four participants, four colors, and 500 stimulus presentations per stimulus. This

experiment was used to evaluate the power for color decoding; the results of the second pilot experiment provide the first evidence,

to our knowledge, of color decoding from MEG data, presented at the Society for Neurosciences Annual meeting in 2015.17
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MEG Processing
Brainstorm software was used to process MEG data. Trials were discarded if they contained eyeblink artifacts, or contained out-of-

range activity in any of the sensors (0.1-8000 fT). Three participants exhibited sensor activity consistently out of range, so this metric

was not applied to their data as it was not a good marker of abnormal trials. After excluding bad trials, there were at least 375 good

trials for every stimulus type for every participant. Datawere subsampled as needed to ensure the same number of trials per condition

were used in the analysis.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

MEG Decoding
Decoding was performed using the Neural Decoding Toolbox (NDT).66 We used the maximum correlation coefficient classifier

(MaxCorr) in the NDT to train classifiers to associate patterns of MEG activity across the sensors with the visual stimuli presented.

This classifier computes the mean population vector for sets of trials belonging to each class in the training data and calculates

the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between those vectors and the test points. The class with the highest correlation is the classi-

fier’s prediction. The main conclusions were replicated when using linear support vector machine classifiers. The classifiers were

tested using held-out data—i.e., data that was not used in training. Data from both magnetometers and gradiometers were used

in the analysis, and data for each sensor was averaged into 5-ms non-overlapping bins from 200 ms before stimulus onset to

600 ms after stimulus onset.

CustomMATLAB code was used to format MEG data preprocessed in Brainstorm for use in the NDT and to combine the two data-

collection sessions for each participant. Decoding was performed independently for each participant, and at each time point (5 ms

time bins). For each decoding problem, at each time point, the 375 trials for each stimulus condition were divided into 5 sets of 75

trials. Within each set, the 75 trials were averaged together. This process generated 5 cross-validation splits: the classifier was

trained on four of these sets, and tested on one of them, and the procedure was repeated five times so that each set was the test

set once. This entire procedure was repeated 50 times, and decoding accuracies reported are the average accuracies across these

50 decoding ‘‘runs.’’ This procedure ensured that the same data were never used for both training and testing, and it also ensured the

same number of trials was used for every decoding problem. The details of the cross-validation procedure, such as the number of

cross-validation splits, were determined during the pilot experiments to be those that yielded a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and

high decoding accuracy in both participants on the stimulus identity problem.

On each run, both the training and test data were z-scored using the mean and standard deviation over all time of the training data.

Following others, we adopted a de-noising method that involved selecting for analysis data from the most informative sensors;80 we

chose the 25 sensors in the training data whose activity co-variedmost significantly with the training labels. These sensors were iden-

tified as those with the lowest p values from an F-test generated through an analysis of variance (ANOVA); the same sensors were

then used for both training and testing. The sensor selection was specific for each participant. The sensors chosen tended to be at the

back of the head. Analyses using all channels, rather than selecting only 25, yielded similar results.

Chance classification performance was 1/8 for all analyses except when comparing classification performance using data elicited

by hues versus words, in which case classification was binary (chance equal to 50%). For each problem, a classifier was trained and

tested in 5ms bins from time t = 200ms before stimulus onset to t = 600ms after stimulus onset. The classifiers’ performances were

generated through a bootstrapping procedure. First, the problems were evaluated for each participant (resulting in 18 independent

decoding time courses). Then, for each unique problem, we averaged the decoding time courses across participants. The gray

shading in Figure 2A shows the standard error of the bootstrap mean. To control for individual differences in the absolute time of

peak decoding, analyses in Figures 2C, 2E, 2F, and 3 were performed relative to the peak decoding time determined separately

for each participant (peak decoding is at 0ms in the figures). For consistency across participants, we restricted the analysis to

peak decoding times corresponding to decoding of stimulus onset. Three of the 18 participants showed overall peak decoding times

corresponding to decoding of stimulus offset (170-260ms); for these three subjects, the time to peak was constrained to be within the

onset time window (0-170ms). The main conclusions are not affected if the analyses were done using absolute peak decoding times.

Onset of decodingwas definedwhere decoding accuracy first became significantly above chance for five consecutive 5ms time bins.

A permutation test was used to determine which time bins contained significant decoding, and the resulting p values were FDR cor-

rected. For the cross-temporal generalization analysis, each classifier trained using data obtained at each time bin was tested using

data obtained at every 5 ms time bin from �200 to 600 ms after stimulus onset (for Figure 5) or from �200 to +1200 (for Figure 4)

creating a 2-dimensional matrix of decoding results.

Decoding analyses were also performed using eye tracking data collected during the MEG sessions. Two analyses were conduct-

ed: one using pupil diameter and one using eye position (Figure 2A). All parameters were identical to the MEG analysis except for the

number of input features to the classifier. Rather than MEG sensors, the classifier used either the diameters of the two pupils (two

features) or the xy coordinates of the positions of the two eyes (four features).

RSA and MDS Analysis
To examine the similarities between neural representations of colors, we obtained the results using ‘forced-error’ classifier tests. In

this representational similarity analysis (RSA), classifiers were trained and tested as in the other analyses, but the classifier was pre-

vented from choosing the true stimulus. For each problem, the classifier returned the stimulus that elicited the most similar pattern of
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neural activity as elicited by the correct stimulus. This approach was designed not only to yield more data about dissimilarities be-

tween stimuli (which could be obtained just by analyzing the errors in the classifier), but also because it is directly analogous to the

similarity matching tasks used in behavioral experiments aimed at recovering perceptual similarity among different colors. The

dissimilarity matrix was then used in multidimensional scaling (MDS) analysis,67 to uncover the geometry of the neural representation

projected onto two and three dimensions. First, we constructed a confusionmatrix of the errors the classifier made for each stimulus,

for each individual participant (each column of whichwas normalized to sum to 1). Then, thismatrix was averaged across the diagonal

(for instance the instances when light pink was mistaken for light orange were averaged with the instances when light orange was

mistaken for light pink) and normalized within each subject so that the largest percentage was equal to 1 and the smallest equal

to 0. Finally, these values (measures of confusion) were subtracted from 1 to yield a representational dissimilarity matrix for each

participant. These RDMs were averaged together and normalized 0-1. The RDMs of each participant were correlated to three model

RDMs (Figures 3A�3C). Gray checks in the models were not included in the analysis (Figures 3B�3C). Significance of the correlation

at each time bin was determined using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and significance lines were drawn where the correlation was

significant for at least 5 consecutive 5ms time bins. The MDS panels were generated using the stress metric, constrained by two

dimension (Figure 3D) or three dimensions (Figures S2 and S3; inset Figure 3D).
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